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Abstract

In this paper, the topic of online diagnosis for Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC)
systems is addressed. In the diagnosis approach, individual cell voltages are used as the variables
for diagnosis. The pattern classification tool Support Vector Machine (SVM) combined with de-
signed diagnosis rule is used to achieve fault detection and isolation (FDI). A highly-compacted
embedded system of the System in Package (SiP) type is designed and fabricated to monitor
individual cell voltages and to perform the diagnosis algorithms. For validation, the diagnosis
approach is implemented online on PEMFC experimental platform. Four concerned faults can
be detected and isolated in real-time.

Keywords: PEMFC system, Fault diagnosis, SVM classification, System in Package, Online
implementation

1. Introduction1

The environment and resource issues have been drawing increasing attention of the world.2

Global warming and non-renewable resource exhaustion are two problems need to be addressed3

urgently. One of the main causes of these issues is the high dependence of the fossil fuels in4

the current energy structure. Since hydrogen can be produced from diverse sources, such as re-5

newable resources and nature gas, large-scale use of hydrogen-based fuel cells is considered as6

one of the most significant solutions dedicated to slacking the dependence on fossil fuels [1, 2].7

Amongst various fuel cells, Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) is potentially8

beneficial for a wide range of applications, thanks to its attractive advantages, such as high effi-9

ciency, high power density, in-situ zero-emission, low operating temperature, and quick response10

to load changes [3, 4]. Especially, fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV), which is equipped with11

PEMFC stack as the main energy generator, is a powerful competitor in the future automobile12
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market. Compared to the battery based electric vehicles, FCEVs have the advantages of quick13

recharging (refueling) and long running range [5, 6]. However, several bottlenecks of PEMFC14

technologies, such as reliability and durability, still exist and impede the widely commercial15

exploitation of the PEMFC products [7, 8].16

Fault diagnosis, i.e., fault detection and isolation (FDI), is playing an increasingly important17

role in several kinds of modern industrial systems [9, 10, 11, 12]. It has been found that vari-18

ous faults involving different components of PEMFC systems can occur and cause performance19

degradations. For instance, the faults related to reactants supply subsystems and the ones related20

to water management. During the last decades, fault diagnosis devoted to improving the relia-21

bility and durability performance of PEMFC systems has drawn the attention of both academic22

and industrial communities [13, 14]. Through an efficient diagnosis strategy, more serious faults23

can be avoided thanks to an early fault alarm. With the help of diagnosis results, the downtime24

(repair time) can be reduced. Moreover, the precise diagnosis information can help to speed up25

the development of new technologies [15].26

Several fault diagnosis strategies have been studied during the last decade [16, 17, 18, 19,27

20, 21, 22, 23]. The general model based fault diagnosis theoretical base seems to be well estab-28

lished and some positive results have been obtained by using these methods for some PEMFC29

systems [16, 17]. Nevertheless, building a model with first principle is not a trivial task. The in-30

ternal parameters, which are essential for modeling, are not evident to be found or estimated. In31

addition, model structures and parameters may differ among different designs of fuel cell stacks32

and other system components. Apart from the model based diagnosis, the application of data33

based methodologies for the diagnosis of PEMFC systems has been drawing the attention of34

researchers [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. Avoiding the sophistical modeling process, the data based35

diagnosis seems to be more practical in most cases. Actually, the data based diagnosis has been36

utilized in a number of industrial processes [24, 25, 26].37

Within the scope of data based fault diagnosis, a number of pattern classification tech-38

niques have been widely used since FDI can be considered as a classification problem [25, 26].39

Some classification based diagnosis strategies have been proposed for PEMFC systems (see40

[18, 20, 21, 23] for instance). Different variables, feature extraction and classification meth-41

ods have been studied using the historical data. In [18], the classification was supposed to be42

carried out in the feature space which is generated using multifractal analysis on stack volt-43

age. In [21], the fuzzy classification method was utilized to analyze Electrochemical Impedance44

Spectroscopy. In our previous study [20], selecting individual cell voltages as the variables for45

diagnosis, several classification and feature extraction techniques were compared from the per-46

spectives of classification accuracy and computational complexity. The classification method47

Support Vector Machine (SVM) was selected as the most suitable classification tool in the case.48

The strategy was further developed by extending the capabilities of novel fault detection and49

online adaptation [23].50

After elaborating the diagnosis strategy, the objective of this work is the online implemen-51

tation. To do so, three aspects must be considered specially aiming at online implementation.52

First, for practical applications, such as FCEVs, reducing the volume and cost of hardwares is53

always required [27, 28]. The embedded system which fulfills the measurements and compu-54

tation should be designed with compact layout and limited components. Second, the diagnosis55

approach programed in the embedded system is performed in real-time, which requires the diag-56

nosis algorithms being saved in limited memory space and being handled in a sufficiently short57

diagnosis cycle [20]. Third, the diagnosis results should be sufficiently reliable and robust. The58

importance of online implementation cannot be over-emphasized to make the work closer to59
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industrial applications.60

This study is dedicated to realizing the online implementation of a classification based fault61

diagnosis strategy for PEMFC systems. The approach employs individual cell voltages as the62

variables for diagnosis and SVM as the classification tool. Apart from the classification algo-63

rithm, a diagnosis rule is designed to obtain the diagnosis results based on the raw classification64

results. An embedded system of the System in Package (SiP) type is designed to precisely mon-65

itor the individual cell voltages and perform the diagnosis approach. The diagnosis approach is66

then integrated into the SiP and verified online in a PEMFC system. Four different faults which67

are generated deliberately are detected and isolated in real-time.68

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the general development of a classification69

based diagnosis strategy is summarized. Section 3 is dedicated to introducing the experimental70

platform. Then, the diagnosis algorithms, including the classification method SVM and the71

diagnosis rule, is presented in Section 4. The online implementation of diagnosis approach is72

described in Section 5. The diagnosis results are also provided and analyzed in the same section.73

Finally, the conclusion is made in Section 6.74

2. Development process of classification based online fault diagnosis75

The development process of the classification based online fault diagnosis strategy for PEMFC76

systems consists of three stages. Fig. 1 shows the different components and their tasks concerned77

in different stages, and the data flows in-between these components.78

Algorithm training: In this stage, the historical data sampled in the experiments of different79

health states, i.e. normal operating state and different concerned faulty states, are analyzed using80

the computer and the software such as Matlab. The objective is to train and verify the diagnostic81

algorithms offline using the historical data.82

Algorithm integration: In this stage, the programs for performing the diagnosis algorithms83

are coded and burnt into an embedded system, which is designed in consideration of specificities84

of both the objective PEMFC system and the characteristics of diagnosis algorithms. The em-85

bedded system equipped with diagnosis algorithms is then tested using the historical data. Thus,86

the obtained results can be compared with the results from the computer. The objective of this87

step is to ensure the algorithm can be loaded and run correctly in the embedded system.88

Online realization: After the first two stages, the embedded system integrated with diagnosis89

approach is installed into the real PEMFC systems. The online tests are carried out using the90

real-time data. This step is operated just as the real situation. The objective is to make sure the91

different subsystems can cooperate as expected.92

Generally speaking, in the literature (see for instance [18, 20, 21, 23]), the strategy is tested93

offline, i.e., the first stage. Here, we consider the feasibility of the second stage dedicated to the94

integration of the algorithm of classification, and the third stage, which is the online realization95

on the real process. Hence, the complete process of implementation is realized.96

3. Diagnosis strategy development platform97

As Fig. 2 shows, the development platform dedicated to online implementation of the diag-98

nosis strategy consists of the following parts:99

• PEMFC system100

The schematic of the whole PEMFC system is shown in Fig. 3. The core of the system is101
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a 64-cell stack which was fabricated by the French research organization CEA1 specially102

for automotive application. The nominal operating conditions of the stack are summarized103

in Table 1. In normal or fault free state, all the operating parameters should be maintained104

at the nominal values with small variation caused by system noises. It is considered in our105

case that a fault in the PEMFC system occurs when the operating parameters are out of the106

normal range. Notice that the faults defined in our case are not limited to the fuel cell stack107

but cover the health states of the whole system. Certain faults, such as air pressure exceeds108

the normal range, may not cause obvious degradation with respect to fuel cell stack.109

Table 1. Nominal conditions of the stacks

Parameter Value

Stoichiometry H2 1.5
Stoichiometry Air 2
Pressure at H2 inlet 150 kPa
Pressure at Air inlet 150 kPa
Maximum differential of anode pressure and cathode pressure 30 kPa
Temperature (exit of cooling circuit) 65-70 ◦C
Anode relative humidity 50%
Cathode relative humidity 50%
Current 90 A
Voltage per cell 0.7 V
Electrical power 4032 W

The air is supplied from the environment. Thanks to the compressor, valve and mass flow110

regulator, the air flow rate and the pressure at inlet can be regulated. By using a humidifier,111

the hygrometry level of the fed air can be regulated to the required value.112

Hydrogen is supplied from a high pressure tank. The pressure at the hydrogen inlet can be113

controlled thanks to the pressure regulator; namely a valve. The hydrogen flow rate can114

also be set through the regulator located at downstream of the stack.115

The system is equipped with a temperature regulation subsystem in which the thermal116

exchanging medium is deionized water. The temperature measured at the water outlet is117

considered as the temperature of the stack.118

The system is operated through the Labview interface. The parameters such as pressures,119

flow rates, relative humidities, temperatures of reactants, cell voltages can also be moni-120

tored and saved through the same interface.121

• DC load122

The load current can be flexibly varied through an electronic load.123

• Measuring and computing unit124

The measuring and computing unit is devoted to measuring the variables for diagnosis and125

performing online the diagnosis approach. The core component is the specially-designed126

SiP chip (yellow square component shown in Fig. 2).127

1CEA: Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy Commission
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The structure of the SiP is shown in Fig. 4. Here, the upper layer (see Fig. 4) can be128

seen as the “main board” which is equipped with a Smartfusion on-chip system developed129

by Microsemi. The device integrates an FPGA fabric, ARM Cortex-M3 Processor, and130

programmable analog circuitry [29]. Another two chips of 16 M memory are also added to131

the system. With the abundant connecting ports, several kinds of communications can be132

realized with other devices. This on-chip system is ideal hardware for embedded designers133

as it provides more flexibility than traditional fixed-function microcontrollers [29]. The134

other two layers, which are equipped with Giant MagnetoResistive (GMR) sensors, are135

used for measuring individual cell voltages precisely [30].136

The block of SiP is settled on an electric board which is equipped only with some LED137

lights, test points, and connectors.138

• Diagnosis interface139

The measurements and the calculation results obtained from the measuring and computing140

unit are exported to an output interface. In the presented application, the output interface141

has been materialized by an computer equipped with Labview software. With the help of142

Labview, the real-time cell voltage signals and the diagnosis results can be visualized on143

the screen. The real-time data can also be saved for advanced analysis.144

4. Diagnosis approach145

4.1. Selection of the variables for diagnosis146

Individual cell voltages are selected as the variables for diagnosis. The selection is supported147

by the following factors: First, cell voltage signals are dependent synthetically on the conditions148
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of the fuel cells, such as the current density distribution, electrochemical characteristics, tem-149

perature, fluidic conditions, and aging effect. Voltage signals are therefore crucial for inspecting150

the health states of the fuel cells. Second, it is observed that the voltages of the cells located at151

different positions are usually different [32]. It is somehow necessary to monitor every single (or152

several) cell voltage(s) other than only the global stack voltage to get the knowledge of the local153

health states. Third, from our previous studies, it is observed that different faults lead to different154

magnitudes and distributions of cell voltages [33]. This characteristic is in accordance with the155

objective of the FDI. Moreover, the designed SiP is equipped with GMR sensors which facilitate156

the precise measurement of individual cell voltages.157

4.2. Principle of the diagnosis approach158

The principle of the proposed diagnosis approach can be summarized in Fig. 5. In the offline159

training process, the SVM classifier is trained based on the training dataset in which the data are160

collected in both normal and faulty states. In the online performing phase, the real-time data are161

handled using the trained SVM model. The diagnosis inference can be obtained based on the162

classification results and according to the diagnosis rule.163

4.3. SVM classification164

SVM is a classification method developed in the late 20th century [34]. It has been success-165

fully used in a wide applications range during the last two decades [35]. Thanks to its excellent166

characteristics, SVM is a suitable diagnosis oriented classification tool. For instance, SVM has167

better generalization capability than conventional classification methods, such as artificial neu-168

ral networks [35]. Concerning fault diagnosis, it is usually impossible to obtain the sufficient169

samples in faulty conditions. In such cases, SVM can provide more reliable results with a small170

number of learning samples. Regarding the training procedure of SVM, the global optimal so-171

lution can be guaranteed. In addition, the solution of SVM is usually represented using a small172

proportion of training samples, which makes the performing calculation light enough for real-173

time use [20].174

The basic SVM theory comes from the binary classification problem. As Fig. 6 shows, the175

training samples, i.e. individual cell voltages, distributed in two classes are marked by rings176
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and filled circles. The two classes can represent the normal state and a specific faulty state or177

two different faulty states. Notice that the space formulated by cell voltages is shown using a178

two-dimensional space to facilitate the visualization. Suppose we have some hyperplane which179

separates the two classes. SVM looks for the optimal hyperplane with the maximum distance180

from the nearest training samples. The samples that lie on the margin are called support vectors.181

In the performing phase, which class a test sample belongs to can be told according to its location.182

Support 
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Training sample in health state 1

Training sample in health state 2

Maximum 

margin

The optimal 

separating 

hyperplane

Space constituted by 

individual cell voltages

Test sample

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of SVM dedicated to fault diagnosis

183

The training of a diagnosis oriented SVM procedure can be summarized mathematically as184
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follows: Given a training dataset including N H-dimensional samples {xn|n = 1, . . . ,N}. The185

training data are distributed in one normal class denoted by Ω0 and C faulty classes denoted by186

Ω1, Ω2, . . . , ΩC . The number of the elements in set Ωi is denoted as Ni. SVM model is trained187

based on the training dataset, and can be represented by a function F of an arbitrary sample x to188

its class index:189

F (x) = i, i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .C} (1)

For performing, a real-time sample can be classified into one of the known classes thanks to (1).190

The binary SVM corresponding to the first two classes is summarized as Algorithm 1. For191

more details on SVM theory, the reader is referred, for instance, to [34] and references therein.192

Algorithm 1 Binary SVM
Training:

1: Initialize D, σ.
2: Collect x1, x2, . . . , xN distributed in 1st and 2nd classes.
3: Solve the quadratic problem:

min J(a) =
1
2

N∑
n=1
m=1

anamgn(x)gm(x)k(xn, xm) −
N∑

n=1

an

s.t.
N∑

n=1

angn(x) = 0, 0 ≤ an ≤ D for n = 1, . . . ,N

(2)

with gn(x) = 1 if x ∈ Ω1 and gn(x) = −1 if x ∈ Ω2.
where a = [a1, a2, ..., aN]T are the Lagrange multipliers, and the Gaussian kernel function is
defined as

k(xn, xm) = exp
(
−
||xn − xm||

2

σ

)
(3)

4: Save support vectors xs
1, x

s
2, . . . , x

s
S and corresponding gn and an denoted by {gs

n} and {as
n})

for which an > 0, where S is the number of support vectors.
Performing:

For a new sample x,

F (x) =


1, if sign

 S∑
n=1

as
ngs

nk(xs
n, x) + b

 = 1

2, elsewhere

(4)

where

b =
1
S

S∑
j=1

gs
j −

S∑
n=1

as
ngs

nk(xs
n, x

s
j)


To extend the binary classifier to multi-classification situations, there are several ways (see193

for instance [36] and references therein). The method “One-Against-One” has been adopted in194

this study. Actually, up to C(C + 1)/2 binary SVMs can be constructed based on the training data195
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in C + 1 classes. For classifying a new sample, first its classification results corresponding to all196

the binary SVMs are obtained. After that, the final classification result is obtained by voting all197

the binary classification results (see [36] for more details).198

4.4. Diagnosis rule199

In a general way, the classification results are used directly as the diagnosis results. However,200

in some practical cases, overlaps usually exist among different health states and the samples in201

classes can not be perfectly classified. In such cases, an additional diagnosis rule should be202

designed to provide more reliable and consistent diagnosis results. In this study, an additional203

degree of freedom is introduced to achieve this goal. The general idea is to use a sequence of204

classification results instead of a single one to determine the current health state. Specifically205

concerning the fault class i, i ∈ {1, . . . ,C}, at time k, the diagnosis results of the last N i
lag samples206

(i.e. F (xk−N i
lag+1), . . . ,F (xk)), named diagnosis window, are taken into account. Fault degree,207

denoted Fd, corresponding to a specific fault is defined as the rate of the fault is diagnosed:208

Fdi(k) =

∑k
n=k−N i

lag+1 (F (xn) == i)

N i
lag

, i ∈ {1, . . . ,C} (5)

The fault degree of fault i, i.e., Fdi(k), is then calculated and compared to the pre-defined209

threshold denoted by Thi. The fault occurrence at time k can be justified if the threshold is210

exceeded. The diagnosis rule can be expressed as Algorithm 2. Notice that diagnosis window211

size N i
lag and threshold Thi need to be initialized to realize this rule.212

Algorithm 2 Diagnosis rule
1: for i = 1 to C do
2: Collect F (xk−N i

lag+1), . . . ,F (xk)
3: Calculate Fdi according to (5)
4: if Fdi ≥ Thi then
5: Fault i detected
6: else
7: No fault i
8: end if
9: end for

5. Online implementation of the diagnosis strategy213

5.1. Offline training and algorithm integration214

Knowing that classification based diagnosis belongs to supervised learning methods, the data215

from various classes were needed for training. To prepare the training dataset, several faults216

were produced deliberately. Table 2 summarizes the operations in the experiment of training217

data preparation. Notice that all the concerned faults are recoverable ones caused by faulty oper-218

ations. The faults consist of the ones of gas supply subsystems and those on water management.219

Constrained by the measuring capability of the initially designed SiP and configuration of con-220

nectors between the stack and SiP, the voltages of 14 cells can be measured and used as the221
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variables for diagnosis. These cells are numbered by 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 18, 19, 20, 21,222

22, counting from the negative pole of the stack.223

The evolutions of individual cell voltages of the training data are shown in Fig. 7(a). The cell224

voltage details in a period of 100 s are shown in Fig. 7(b) (sample time 1 s). It can be observed225

that the magnitudes and behaviors of the voltages vary between different cells. Besides, a cycle226

property can be observed from the curves. Actually, it is related to the process of anode purge227

whose periodic time is 90 s.

Table 2. Experimental procedure for the preparation of the training dataset

Starting time Ending time Operation Health state

0 879 Nominal condition Normal state (Nl)
880 1675 Pressure of 1.3 bar at each side Low pressure fault (F1)

1676 2618 Back to nominal condition Normal state (Nl)
2619 3499 Pressure of 1.7 bar at each side High pressure fault (F2)
3500 4892 Back to nominal condition Normal state (Nl)
4893 6288 Lower relative humidity Drying fault (F3)
6289 7518 Back to nominal condition Normal state (Nl)
7519 8287 St. Air 1.5 Low air stoichiometry fault (F4)
8288 8955 Back to nominal condition Normal state (Nl)

228

With the training dataset, the SVM classifier is trained. Parameters D and σ in Algorithm 1229

were initialized respectively as D = 19000 and σ = 2000 according to cross validation [37].230

Classifying the training data with the trained SVM, the global classification accuracy rate is231

84.98%. More detailed results can be summarized as a confusion matrix, shown quantitatively in232

Table 3 and visually in Fig. 8. It could be observed that the false alarm rate (FAR), i.e., the rate233

of the samples in normal state wrongly diagnosed into the fault classes, is relatively low. The234

diagnosis accuracy for the data in F3 is also high. A considerable part of data in classes F1, F2,235

and F4 are wrongly classified into the normal class. From Fig. 8, it can be seen the classification236

results vibrate between the corresponding faults and normal classes. Actually, faults F1, F2, and237

F4 are relatively light ones compared to the faults such as F3. In these states, the data vary lightly238

from the normal state. The overlaps between the normal and faulty states exist. It can also be239

observed that some overlaps exist between class F1 and F4.240

Table 3. Confusion matrix for classification results of training data

Predicted classes
Nl F1 F2 F3 F4

Actual classes

Nl 4762 29 25 68 11
F1 406 373 0 0 17
F2 300 0 800 0 0
F3 157 11 0 1228 0
F4 239 82 0 0 448

To improve the robustness and accuracy performance, the diagnosis rule is designed based241

on the classification results (refer Section 4.4). Parameters N i
lag and Thi were initialized based on242
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Figure 7. Cell voltages in training dataset
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the classification results and are shown in Table 4. Notice that the procedure for F3 is equivalent243

to use the original classification results.244

The fault degrees and diagnosis results corresponding to the experiment of training data245

preparation are shown in Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b). The global diagnosis accuracy rate reaches246

93.20%, which is significantly increased from the original classification result. The detailed di-247

agnosis results are also summarized quantitatively as a confusion matrix in Table 5. Comparing248

Table 3 and 5, it could be seen that the diagnosis results corresponding to F1, F2, and F4 are249

more accurate and consistent than the raw classification results. The phenomenon can also be250

observed visually by comparing Fig. 9(b) and 8. Concerning the data in normal state, the FAR is251

slightly increased.

Table 4. Parameter initialization for the design of diagnosis rule

F1 F2 F3 F4

N i
lag 100 100 1 100

Thi 0.3 0.3 1 0.3

252

Table 5. Confusion matrix of diagnosis results of training data

Predicted classes
Nl F1 F2 F3 F4

Actual classes

Nl 4729 57 7 68 34
F1 138 658 0 0 0
F2 10 0 1090 0 0
F3 168 0 0 1228 0
F4 114 13 0 0 642
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Figure 9. Fault degrees and diagnosis results corresponding to the training data
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The diagnosis procedure tested by using a computer or by coding into the memory of SiP,253

respectively, provides 100% accordant results. Besides, the diagnosis algorithm could be calcu-254

lated within a sampling cycle (i.e., 1s) using the SiP. That is to say, the diagnosis approach is255

successfully integrated into the SiP.256

5.2. Online validation257

To realize online validation, the programed SiP was tested online with the real-time data258

during another experiment. The operations during this experiment are summarized in Table 6,259

and the measured cell voltages, i.e., the variables for diagnosis are plotted in Fig. 10.260

Table 6. Experimental procedure for online validation

Starting time Ending time Operation Health state

0 3660 Nominal condition Normal state (Nl)
3661 4543 Pressure of 1.3 bar at each side Low pressure fault (F1)
4544 5374 Back to nominal condition Normal state (Nl)
5375 6541 Pressure of 1.7 bar at each side High pressure fault (F2)
6542 8128 Back to nominal condition Normal state (Nl)
8129 8909 St. Air 1.5 Low air stoichiometry fault (F4)
8910 9841 Back to nominal condition Normal state (Nl)
9842 11909 Lower relative humidity Drying fault (F3)

11910 12459 Back to nominal condition Normal state (Nl)

Nl F1 Nl F2 Nl F3NlF4 Nl

Figure 10. Cell voltages measured during online validation

The fault degrees and diagnosis results corresponding to the experiment for online validation261

are shown in Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b). The global diagnosis accuracy of the online implemen-262

tation is 93.99%. Notice that the global diagnosis accuracy related to online validation is even a263

little higher than that for training data. The main reason is that the proportion of normal data in264
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Figure 11. Fault degrees and diagnosis results corresponding to the online validation

Table 7. Confusion matrix of diagnosis results corresponding to online validation

Diagnosed classes
Nl F1 F2 F3 F4

Actual classes

Nl 7266 19 250 0 28
F1 101 782 0 0 0
F2 77 0 1090 0 0
F3 173 0 0 1890 0
F4 101 0 0 0 680
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the validation dataset is bigger than that of training data. Similarly, the online diagnosis results265

are also summarized quantitatively as the confusion matrix shown in Table 7.266

To show the effect of the proposed diagnosis rule, the raw classification results are also pro-267

vided here. The global classification accuracy of online validation data is 85.93%. The detailed268

classification results corresponding to online validation are summarized in Table 8. By com-269

paring Table 8 and 7, it can be seen that the diagnosis accuracy for the data in F1, F2 and F4270

classes can be increased from the raw classification results by using the proposed diagnosis rule.271

However, the FAR is also a little increased.

Table 8. Confusion matrix of classification results corresponding to online validation

Diagnosed classes
Nl F1 F2 F3 F4

Actual classes

Nl 7302 31 220 0 10
F1 446 432 0 1 4
F2 477 0 690 0 0
F3 132 28 5 1890 8
F4 363 14 14 0 390

272

5.3. Discussion273

5.3.1. Delays caused by the diagnosis rule274

Although the robustness performance and accuracy are improved by using the proposed di-275

agnosis rule, it should be mentioned that some delays are also introduced. These delays are276

the main factors which cause the diagnosis error. As Fig. 12 shows, when the diagnosis rule277

is launched, to formulate the first diagnosis window for the detection of fault i (i = 1, . . . ,C),278

the initial delay which is of the length N i
lag is introduced. When fault i occurs, the fault can be279

diagnosed after N i
lagThi sample periods in ideal case. The data during the diagnosis delay are280

wrongly diagnosed into the normal state. When fault i is eliminated, the diagnosis result of the281

corresponding fault will continue N i
lag(1−Thi) more sample periods. The data related to recovery282

delay are wrongly diagnosed into the fault state and lead to the increase of FAR.283

Notice that the three delays are all determined by diagnosis window size N i
lag. To shorten the284

delays, N i
lag must be initialized with a small value. On the contrary, a relatively big N i

lag is usually285

required to improve the robustness and accuracy performance. Hence, a compromise needs to be286

made to parameterize N i
lag.287

5.3.2. Extendability of the approach288

Here, four different faults are concerned in the study. It should be noticed that other types of289

faults than the given ones could also be encountered. For instance, the fault of catalyst poisoning290

which is usually caused by the CO mixed in the entered hydrogen [38, 39], the faults related to291

the temperature subsystem, and the faults occurs at the electric circuit [20]. The discriminative292

information contained in the individual cell voltage signals is the key factor that determines293

whether a fault can be efficiently detected and isolated from other faults. Actually, in our previous294

study [20], it has been demonstrated that the CO catalyst poisoning fault, the fault related to295

temperature management, and the fault in electric circuit fault can be accurately diagnosed thanks296

to our diagnostic approach.297
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Figure 12. Delays introduced by diagnosis rule

Nevertheless, it should also be emphasized that the data corresponding to the concerned298

faults must be collected in prior to implement an efficient diagnosis. It is usually difficult or299

impossible to carry out the experiments in all the faulty cases. This could be considered as the300

main drawback of all the data based approaches. To alleviate this defect, we proposed previously301

a procedure which enables the recognition of a novel fault even the corresponding data have not302

appeared in the training phase [33].303

5.3.3. Ageing effect304

The performance degradations involving a PEMFC system also result from the ageing effect305

other than the regular faults. When the ageing effect is taken into account, the diagnosis results306

could be impacted. For instance, the data in normal state are not stationary. Using the originally307

developed diagnosis approach, the normal data might eventually be diagnosed as the ones in308

faulty states as time goes on. In order to maintain the performance, a self-adaptation method is309

proposed for the diagnosis in our previous work [23].310

Concerning the ageing effect, several studies have been launched and focused on the strategy311

of prognosis which is dedicated to describing the degradation tendency related to ageing effect312

and predicting the residual useful life far ahead [40, 41, 42].313

6. Conclusion314

In this paper, a classification based diagnosis strategy is proposed for PEMFC systems and the315

results of online realization are demonstrated. According to the obtained results, the following316

conclusions can be made:317

1. A satisfying online diagnosis results can be obtained with individual cell voltages serving318

as the variables for diagnosis.319

2. In the diagnostic approach, SVM classification method and the designed diagnosis rule320

are performed successively in the diagnostic process. The efficiency of the approach is321

validated in the perspectives of diagnosis accuracy and online implementability. More322

especially, it is demonstrated that, by post-processing raw classification results using the323

proposed diagnosis rule, more robust and accurate diagnosis results can be obtained.324

3. The specially designed SiP can fulfill the tasks of precisely measuring individual cell volt-325

ages and implementing the diagnostic approach online. Thanks to the compact design, it326

is promising to be used in practical applications like FCEVs.327
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